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We present here the major results obtained in τ physics by the Belle and Belle II ex-

periments. For the Belle II experiment, we also discuss prospects for improved measure-

ments of the τ lepton characteristics, new results in Michel parameters determination,
and searches for CP and lepton flavor violation in τ decays.
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1. Introduction

The τ lepton is the heaviest known lepton with a mass of around 1.777 GeV/c2

allowing for both leptonic and hadronic decay modes. Larger mass compared to

muon makes τ lepton more sensitive to some models of new physics (NP).1–3

The list of all possible measurements in τ physics is wide. It includes the precise

determination of its parameters: mass, lifetime, and electric and magnetic dipole

moments (EDM and MDM). The study of pure leptonic decays allows for testing

lepton flavor universality and determination of the Lorentz structure of weak inter-

action without uncertainties of QCD calculations. The existence of hadronic decay

modes opens up an opportunity to study QCD at 1 GeV, test lepton flavor uni-

versality, and search for CP violation (CPV). Any deviations from the Standard

Model (SM) predictions observed in these studies will indicate the presence of the

new physics. In addition, one can directly search for NP in lepton-flavor-violating

(LFV) decays of τ lepton or in decays with new invisible particles in the final state.
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2. Experiment

In τ physics, experiments located at e+e− colliders, in general, outperform exper-

iments located at hadron machines because the initial τ+τ−-pair state is known,

and the detectors are nearly hermetic; therefore, neutrinos in the final state are the

only undetected particles in the majority of events.

Existing BESIII4 and KEDR5 experiments are limited in statistics, while B-

factories, mainly operated at a center-of-mass (c.m.) energy of 10.58 GeV, are per-

fect facilities to study τ lepton due to unprecedented τ+τ−-pair samples collected

by them.

2.1. Belle experiment

The Belle detector6,7 is located at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e− collider.8,9

It is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a silicon vertex de-

tector (SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel threshold

Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation

counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) composed of CsI(Tl)

crystals located inside a superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T mag-

netic field. An iron flux return located outside of the coil is instrumented to detect

K0
L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The integrated luminosity of 988 fb−1

collected by the Belle detector corresponds to approximately 912× 106 τ+τ− pairs.

2.2. Belle II experiment

The Belle II experiment is a major upgrade of its ancestor Belle experiment. It is

located at the SuperKEKB asymmetric-energy e+e− collider.10

The Belle II detector consists of subsystems arranged cylindrically around the

interaction region.11,12 Belle II uses cylindrical coordinates in which the z-axis

is approximately collinear with the electron beam. Charged-particle trajectories

(tracks) are reconstructed by a two-layer silicon-pixel detector (PXD) surrounded

by a four-layer double-sided silicon-strip detector and a central 56-layer drift cham-

ber. The latter two detectors also measure the ionization energy loss. A quartz-

based Cherenkov counter measures both the direction and time-of-propagation of

photons and identifies charged hadrons in the central region, and an aerogel-based

ring-imaging Cherenkov counter identifies charged hadrons in the forward region.

An electromagnetic calorimeter made of CsI(Tl) crystals measures photon and elec-

tron energies and directions. The above subdetectors are immersed in a 1.5 T axial

magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. A subdetector dedicated to

identifying muons and K0
L mesons is installed outside of the solenoid.

By the end of the operation of the Belle II experiment, it is planned to collect

an integrated luminosity of 50 ab−1 corresponding to 46× 109 τ+τ− pairs.

In addition to the improved machinery, a new Neural-Network-based low mul-

tiplicity trigger was developed at Belle II, significantly improving the analysis effi-

ciency for the τ physics compared to Belle.
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3. Measurement of the τ lepton characteristics

3.1. Mass

The mass of the τ lepton is one of the fundamental parameters of the SM that is

obtained experimentally. Its precise knowledge is required for the lepton universality

tests13 and measurement of the strong interaction coupling at the τ mass scale

αs(mτ ).
14,15

There are two ways to determine the mass of the τ lepton: measure the e+e− →
τ+τ− cross-section at its threshold (done by KEDR16 and BESIII17 experiments) or

use the pseudomass method in τ− → π−π+π−ντ
a decay18 (used in the experiments

at e+e− colliders working above τ+τ−-pair threshold). With the latter method,

we measure the mass of the τ lepton using the integrated luminosity of 190 fb−1

collected by the Belle II detector.

The pseudomass is defined as follows:

Mmin =
√
M2

3π + 2(
√
s/2− E∗

3π)(E
∗
3π − p∗3π) ≤ mτ , (1)

where the asterisk refers to the variables in the c.m. frame, and we used the fact that

E∗
τ is equal to half of the beam energy

√
s, neglecting the initial-state radiation. In

the ideal situation, the sharp edge of the Mmin distribution would extend up to the

mass of the τ lepton. However, in the real experiment, the endpoint is smeared by

the resolution, initial- and final-state radiation, and background, as it is shown in

Fig. 1. From the fit of the edge, we extract the τ lepton mass.

has a sharp edge. The momentum resolution of the detector
and the energy loss through radiation smear the end-point
position and introduce a tail toward larger Mmin values.
However, as seen in Fig. 1, an edge remains in the observed
Mmin distribution and is used to measure the τ mass. One
challenge is to precisely measure the inputs to Eq. (2),
namely the eþe− center-of-mass energy

ffiffiffi
s

p
and the

momenta of the τ-decay products. Another challenge is
to develop an empirical model to describe the Mmin
distribution. Any inaccuracy in either directly impacts
the τ-mass determination.

II. THE BELLE II DETECTOR AND SIMULATION

The Belle II detector consists of several subdetectors
arranged in a cylindrical structure around the eþe− inter-
action point [11]. Charged-particle trajectories (tracks) are
reconstructed by a two-layer silicon-pixel detector, sur-
rounded by a four-layer double-sided silicon-strip detector
and a central drift chamber (CDC). Only 15% of the second
pixel layer was installed when the data were collected.
Outside the CDC, a time-of-propagation detector and an
aerogel ring-imaging Cherenkov detector cover the barrel
and forward end-cap regions, respectively. The electro-
magnetic calorimeter (ECL), divided into the forward end
cap, barrel, and backward end cap, fills the remaining
volume inside a 1.5 T superconducting solenoid and is used
to reconstruct photons and electrons. A K0

L and muon
detection system is installed in the iron flux return of the
solenoid. The z axis of the laboratory frame is defined as
the detector solenoid axis, with the positive direction along
the electron beam. The polar angle θ and the transverse
plane are defined relative to this axis.

Several processes contribute to the eþe− → τþτ− sample
as backgrounds, including eþe− → qq̄ events, where q
indicates a u, d, c, or s quark; eþe− → eþe−ðγÞ and
μþμ−ðγÞ events; eþe− → lþl−lþl− events, where l is
a charged lepton; eþe− → eþe−hþh− events, where h
indicates a pion, kaon, or proton; and eþe− → eþe−nh
events with n > 2. We use simulated events to identify
discriminating features effective to suppress these back-
grounds. The eþe− → τþτ− process is generated using the
KKMC generator [13,14]. The τ decays are simulated by
TAUOLA [15] and their FSR by PHOTOS [16]. We use KKMC

to simulate μþμ−ðγÞ and qq̄ production; PYTHIA [17] for the
fragmentation of the qq̄ pair; BABAYAGA@NLO [18–22] for
eþe− → eþe−ðγÞ events; and AAFH [23–25] and TREPS [26]
for the production of nonradiative final states lþl−lþl−

and eþe−hþh−. There is no generator to simulate the
eþe− → eþe−nh process. The Belle II analysis software
[27,28] uses the GEANT4 [29] package to simulate the
response of the detector to the passage of the particles.

III. EVENT SELECTION

In the eþe− center-of-mass frame, the τ leptons are
produced in opposite directions. Thus, the decay products
of one τ are isolated from those of the other τ, and they are
contained in opposite hemispheres. The boundary between
those hemispheres is the plane perpendicular to the τ flight
direction, which is experimentally approximated by the
thrust axis. The thrust axis is the unit vector t̂ that
maximizes the thrust value

P
jt̂ · p⃗$

i j=
P

jp⃗$
i j, where p⃗$

i
is the momentum of ith final-state particle in the eþe−

center-of-mass frame [30,31].
We define the signal hemisphere as that containing three

charged particles, which are assumed to originate from the
τ− → π−πþπ−ντ decay, and require that the other hemi-
sphere, named tag, contains only one charged particle and
up to one neutral pion. Thus, the tag side contains leptonic
(τþ → eþνeν̄τ and τþ → μþνμν̄τ) and hadronic (predomi-
nantly τþ → hþν̄τ and τþ → hþπ0ν̄τ) τ decays.
We select τ-pair candidates by requiring the event to

contain exactly four charged particles with zero total
charge, each having a trajectory displaced from the average
interaction point by less than 3 cm along the z axis and
less than 1 cm in the transverse plane to reduce the
contamination of tracks originated from beam-background
interactions. No particle-identification requirements are
imposed on any of the charged particles. The momenta
of charged particles are scaled with factors that range from
0.99660 to 1.00077 depending on the charge and cos θ to
correct for imperfections in the magnetic-field description
used in the event reconstruction, misalignment of the
detector, and material mismodeling. The correction factors
are evaluated by measuring the mass-peak position of high-
yield samples of D0 → K−πþ decays reconstructed in data
and comparing them to the known value [32].
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of Mmin in experimental data (dots), along
with simulated background contributions from eþe− → τþτ−

events with decays other than τ− → π−πþπ−ντ (orange area with
solid line), eþe− → qq̄ events (blue area with dashed line), and
other background sources (gray area with dotted line).
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of Mmin in experimental data (dots) with simulated background (filled his-

tograms).

Systematic uncertainty dominates all recent most precise measurements, and in

this measurement, controlling it is challenging. The main sources of systematics are

beam energy and daughter pion momenta, as can be seen from Eq. (1). The former

one was calibrated using BB̄-pair production cross-section and its hadronic decays.

aCharge conjugation is implied throughout the paper unless otherwise indicated.
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The corrected beam energy is shown in Fig. 2(a). The corrections for the daughter

pion momenta were obtained from the D0 → K−π+ sample with cross-checks in the

D+ → K−π+π+, D0 → K−π+π−π+, and J/ψ → µ+µ− samples. The difference

between the reconstructed and nominal masses of the D+ meson before and after

corrections is shown in Fig. 2(b).

V. METHOD

To reduce experimenter bias, we validate the method of
the τ-mass measurement and estimate the statistical and
systematic uncertainties before looking at the central value
of the result. The Mmin distribution around the edge can be
empirically described as a Heaviside step function multi-
plied by second-order polynomials and convoluted with a
double-Gaussian resolution function to account for the ISR,
FSR, and detector resolution. We approximate the result of
the convolution with the following expression:

FðMminÞ ¼ 1 − P3 · arctan
!
Mmin − P1

P2

"

þ P4ðMmin − P1Þ þ P5ðMmin − P1Þ2: ð5Þ

To determine the τ mass, we perform an unbinned maxi-
mum-likelihood fit [36] to the Mmin distribution in the
range ½1.70; 1.85& GeV=c2 using Eq. (5). The parameter P1

determines the edge position and therefore is an estimator
of the τ mass. The P2 parameter modifies the slope of
the threshold, while the rest of the parameters describe the
shape away from the edge. Fits to simulated events in
which the generated value of the τ mass is varied in the
range ½1772; 1782& MeV=c2 show that on average P1

overestimates the τ mass with a constant offset of
0.40' 0.03 MeV=c2. This bias results from the empirical
parametrization of the Mmin distribution.
Figure 3 shows the Mmin distribution in the range of

½1.70; 1.85& GeV=c2 in data with the background predicted
from simulation and the fit projection overlaid. While the

τ− → π−πþπ−ντ events show a clear threshold, the back-
ground processes are featureless around the end point.
Their contribution is described by the parameters P3, P4,
and P5. The observed value P1 ¼ 1777.49' 0.08 MeV=c2

is then corrected for the estimator bias to obtain the
measured τ mass:

mτ ¼ 1777.09' 0.08 MeV=c2; ð6Þ

where the uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty of the P1

parameter. The statistical precision of the result is validated
by generating simplified simulated experiments based on
Poisson statistics, as well as by resampling the data based
on bootstrapping techniques [37], and repeating the meas-
urement on them.

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES AND
CONSISTENCY CHECKS

The systematic uncertainties are grouped into categories
associated with the knowledge of the colliding beams, the
reconstruction of the charged particles, the fit model, and
imperfections in the simulated data. Table II summarizes
the sources that contribute to the total uncertainty. The
largest uncertainty arises from the beam-energy correction,
followed by the uncertainty on the charged-particle
momentum. The various systematic uncertainties are added
in quadrature, resulting in a total systematic uncertainty
of 0.11 MeV=c2.

A. Knowledge of the colliding beams

The uncertainty on the
ffiffiffi
s

p
measurement, as indicated by

the red band in Fig. 2, is on average around 0.75MeVand is
dominated by systematic uncertainties. The estimation of
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(solid line) and

center-of-mass energy of BB̄ pair 2E(
B (dashed blue line) as

functions of data-taking time, expressed in terms of chronologi-
cally ordered event numbers. The horizontal dashed line repre-
sents the nominal center-of-mass energy
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and the vertical dashed lines indicate the start of different data-
taking periods. The 68.3% confidence level band of
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s
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displayed as a shaded area.
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ffiffiffi
s

p
from the B-meson energy relies on the knowledge of the

energy dependence of the eþe− → BB̄ cross section, whose
uncertainty is driven by the beam-energy uncertainty of the
BABAR measurement [33,34]. An additional uncertainty
originates from the uncertainties in the average values of
the charged (0.26 MeV=c2) and neutral (0.20 MeV=c2)
B-meson masses [32]. Since the eþe− → BB̄ sample is
dominated by charged B mesons, the weighted average of
the two uncertainties results in 0.24 MeV=c2, assuming the
uncertainties of the Bþ and B0 masses are fully correlated.
In the experimental data the B-meson energy spread has an
average value of 5.4 MeV. A systematic uncertainty of
0.25 MeV is assigned to the measurement of σE"

B
based on

simulation. Assuming that the individual systematic effects
are independent, we calculate an alternative value of Mmin
for each effect separately and fit the resulting distribution to
obtain an alternative value for the τmass. By combining the
resulting variations of the τ mass in quadrature, we obtain
the systematic uncertainty of 0.07 MeV=c2.
The computation of Mmin relies on the knowledge of the

boost vector of the center-of-mass frame. The boost vector
is measured in experimental data using a dimuon sample.
Its uncertainty is found to contribute negligibly to the
systematic uncertainty on the τ mass.

B. Reconstruction of charged particles

Several sources of systematic uncertainty impact the
determination of the charged-particle momentum corrections
derived from the D0 → K−πþ sample. Different sources

contribute to different cos θ regions. In particular, some
residual dependence of the scale factors on the transverse
momentum pT is observed. This effect is included as a
source of systematic uncertainty by measuring the variation
in the scale factors after splitting the D0 → K−πþ sample in
pT at its median value of 1.3 GeV=c. The small deviation
from the known value of the D0 mass-peak observed in
simulation is also included as systematic uncertainty. Other
important sources of uncertainties include the modeling of
the D0 mass peak, the uncertainty of the known D0 mass,
and a bias due to differences in the cos θ distributions of the
charged particles in the τ− → π−πþπ−ντ and D0 → K−πþ

samples. As a consistency check, the scale factors are tested
in Dþ → K−πþπþ, D0 → K−πþπ−πþ, and J=ψ → μ−μþ

decays. The Dþ, D0, and J=ψ peak positions match the
known values within the uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 4 for
the D#. Assuming that the individual systematic effects are
independent, the impact of the variations of the momentum
correction on the τ mass are added in quadrature, resulting
in 0.06 MeV=c2.
The correction of tracking misalignment uses cosmic-ray

tracks and dimuon and hadronic collision events [38]. To
estimate the impact of a residual misalignment in the
determination of mτ, various misalignment configurations
are used in the simulated data. The maximum deviation
with respect to the nominal configuration, 0.03 MeV=c2, is
assigned as the systematic uncertainty due to the residual
misalignment of the subdetectors.

C. Fit model

The uncertainty of the estimator bias directly propagates
to the precision of the τ mass, resulting in an uncertainty of

TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties in the τ-mass
measurement.

Source
Uncertainty
(MeV=c2)

Knowledge of the colliding beams:
Beam-energy correction 0.07
Boost vector < 0.01

Reconstruction of charged particles:
Charged-particle momentum correction 0.06
Detector misalignment 0.03

Fit model:
Estimator bias 0.03
Choice of the fit function 0.02
Mass dependence of the bias < 0.01

Imperfections of the simulation:
Detector material density 0.03
Modeling of ISR, FSR and τ decay 0.02
Neutral particle reconstruction efficiency ≤ 0.01
Momentum resolution < 0.01
Tracking efficiency correction < 0.01
Trigger efficiency < 0.01
Background processes < 0.01

Total 0.11
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Corrected c.m. energy
√
s (solid line) and c.m. energy of BB̄ pair 2E∗

B (dashed blue

line) as functions of data-taking time, expressed in terms of chronologically ordered event numbers.
(b) Deviation of the D+ invariant-mass peak position from the known value before (blue) and after

(red) momentum corrections as a function of the cosine of the kaon polar angle θK .

The systematic uncertainty of the beam energy calibration comes mainly from

the uncertainties in the energy dependence of the e+e− → BB̄ cross-section19,20 and

the average values of the B0 and B+ meson masses.21 This systematic uncertainty

is estimated to be 0.07 MeV/c2. The charged-particle momentum correction leads

to an additional 0.06 MeV/c2 uncertainty. Combining with other sources leads to

the total systematic uncertainty of 0.11 MeV/c2.

Finally, Belle II provides the most precise measurement of the τ lepton mass:

1777.09 ± 0.08 ± 0.11 MeV/c2, where the first uncertainty is statistical, and the

second one is systematic.22

3.2. Lifetime

The τ lepton lifetime is another parameter, precise knowledge of which is required

for the lepton universality test.13 For its measurement, a boost of the τ lepton in

the laboratory frame is needed. B-factories being developed for the precise determi-

nation of the time-dependent CP violation are perfectly suitable for such studies.

Current World’s best result of [290.17 ± 0.53 ± 0.33] × 10−15 s, where the first

uncertainty is statistical, and the second one is systematic, is obtained using the

integrated luminosity of 711 fb−1 collected by the Belle detector. In addition, a

CPT test is provided: ⟨ττ+⟩ − ⟨ττ−⟩/⟨ττ ⟩ < 7.0× 10−3 (90 % CL), where the most

systematics is canceled, and the result precision is determined by statistics.

To measure the lifetime, we reconstruct both τ leptons in the event decaying into
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three pions. Three charged particles in the final state allow for precise determination

of the τ lepton decay vertex. To reconstruct the production vertex, we find the

point of the closest approach of momentum directions of the τ+τ− pair. Due to

the presence of neutrinos in the final state, the hadronic decay mode can provide

τ lepton momentum direction with twofold ambiguity only.23 We take the mean

value of two vectors as the momentum direction. The general scheme to illustrate

this procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

systematic uncertainties that differ from those of the LEP
experiments. Belle has a possibility to measure separately
the τþ and τ− lifetimes, which allows us to test CPT
symmetry in τ-lepton decays.
In the following, we use symbols with and without an

asterisk for quantities in the eþe− center-of-mass (c.m.) and
laboratory frame, respectively. In the c.m. frame, τþ and τ−
leptons emerge back to back with the energy E"

τ equal to the
beam energy E"

beam if we neglect the initial- (ISR) and final-
state radiation (FSR). We determine the direction of the
τ-lepton momentum in the c.m. frame as follows. If the
neutrino mass is assumed to be zero for the hadronic decay
τ → Xντ (X representing the hadronic system with massmX
and energy E"

X), the angle θ
" between the momentum P⃗"

X of
the hadronic system and that of the τ lepton is given by

cos θ" ¼ 2E"
τE"

X −m2
τ −m2

X

2P"
X

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðE"

τÞ2 −m2
τ

p : (1)

The requirement that the τ leptons be back to back in the
c.m. frame can be written as a system of three equations:
two linear and one quadratic. For the components x", y", z"

of the unit vector n̂"þ representing the direction of the
positive τ lepton, we write

x" × P"
1x þ y" × P"

1y þ z" × P"
1z ¼ jP"

1j cos θ"1;

x" × P"
2x þ y" × P"

2y þ z" × P"
2z ¼ −jP"

2j cos θ"2;

ðx"Þ2 þ ðy"Þ2 þ ðz"Þ2 ¼ 1; (2)

where P⃗"
1 and P⃗"

2 are the momenta of the hadronic systems
in the c.m. frame and cos θ"i (i ¼ 1, 2) are given by Eq. (1).
Index 1 (2) is used for the positive (negative) τ lepton.
There are two solutions for Eq. (2), so the direction n̂"þ is

determined with twofold ambiguity. In the present analysis,
we take the mean vector of the two solutions of Eq. (2) as
the direction of the τ lepton in c.m. frame. The analysis of
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events shows that there is no
bias due to this choice.
Each direction n̂"& is converted to a four-momentum using

the e& beam energy and the τ mass. Both four-momenta
are then boosted into the laboratory frame, each passing
through the corresponding τ decay vertex V⃗i that is deter-
mined by the three pion-daughter tracks (see Fig. 1). We
approximate the trajectory of τ leptons in the magnetic field
of the Belle detector with a straight line. Due to the finite
detector resolution, these straight lines do not intersect at
the τþτ− productionpoint. The three-dimensional separation
between these lines is characterized by the distance dl
between the two points (V⃗01 and V⃗02) of closest approach.
The typical size of dl is ∼0.01 cm. For the production point
of each τ lepton, we take the points V⃗01 and V⃗02. The flight
distance l1 (l2)of theτþ (τ−) in the laboratory frame isdefined
as the distance between the points V⃗01 and V⃗1 (V⃗02 and V⃗2).
The proper time t (the product of the speed of light and the

decay time of the τ lepton) for the positive τ lepton is equal
to the distance l1 divided by its relativistic kinematic factor
βγ in the laboratory frame: t1 ¼ l1=ðβγÞ1. Thecorresponding
parameter for the negative τ lepton is t2 ¼ l2=ðβγÞ2.
The analysis presented here is based on the data collected

with the Belle detector [5] at the KEKB asymmetric-energy
eþe− (3.5 on 8 GeV) collider [6] operating at the Υð4SÞ
resonance and 60 MeV below. The total integrated lumi-
nosity of the data sample used in the analysis is 711 fb−1.
Two inner detector configurations were used. A 2.0 cm
beampipe and a three-layer silicon vertex detector (SVD1)
were used for the first sample of 157 fb−1, while a 1.5 cm
beampipe, a four-layer silicon detector (SVD2), and a
small-cell inner drift chamber were used to record the
remaining 554 fb−1 [7]. The integrated luminosity of the
data sample at the energy below the Υð4SÞ resonance is
about 10% of the total data sample. All analyzed distribu-
tions for the on- and off-resonance data coincide within the
statistical uncertainties with each other; this justifies our
combination of the on- and off-resonance t distributions in
the present analysis.
The following requirements are applied for the exclusive

selection of the τþτ− events where both τ leptons decay into
three charged pions and a neutrino: there are exactly six
charged pions with zero net charge and there are no other
charged tracks; the thrust value of the event in the c.m. frame
is greater than 0.9; the square of the transverse momentum
of the6π system is required tobegreater than0.25 ðGeV=cÞ2
to suppress the eþe− → eþe−6π two-photon events; the
massMð6πÞ of the 6π system should fulfill the requirement
4 GeV=c2 < Mð6πÞ < 10:25 GeV=c2 to suppress other
background events; there should be three pions (triplet)
with net charge equal to &1 in each hemisphere (separated
by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis in the c.m.), the
pseudomass (see the definition in Ref. [8]) of each triplet
of pions must be less than 1.8 GeV=c2 and each pion-triplet
vertex-fit qualitymust satisfy χ2 < 20; the discriminantD of
Eq. (2) should satisfy D > −0.05 (with slightly negative
values arising from experimental uncertainties; if this
happens, we use D ¼ 0 when solving the equation); the
distance of closest approach must satisfy dl < 0.03 cm to

dl
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FIG. 1 (color online). The schematic view of the τþτ− event in
the laboratory frame.
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Fig. 3. The schematic view of the τ+τ− event in the laboratory frame.

The result precision obtained by the Belle experiment is limited by the statistical

uncertainty, and the main systematics arise from the SVD alignment. The Belle II

experiment with larger statistics and improved vertex detector, already showing

two times better resolution in D-meson lifetime measurement,24 can reproduce this

study with higher precision.

The signal efficiency of the described approach can be increased at Belle II by

replacing the three-pion decay mode of the tagging τ lepton with τ+ → ρ+ν̄τ , which

has more than two times higher branching fraction. Thanks to the SuperKEKB

nanobeam collision scheme, we can reconstruct the production point of the τ+τ−

pair by applying a constraint to the beam spot.

3.3. EDM and MDM

The general expression of the γττ vertex includes Electric and Magnetic Dipole

Moments. In the SM, the first one is almost forbidden by the T invariance, and the

second one has a value of aSMτ = 117721(5)× 10−8.

The most precise measurement of EDM is done by the Belle experiment using

the integrated luminosity of 833 fb−1.25 The applied method exploits triple momen-

tum and spin correlation observables (so-called optimal observables) built from the

matrix element

M2 =M2
SM + ℜ(dτ )M2

ℜ + ℑ(dτ )M2
ℑ + |dτ |2M2

d2 (2)
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as Oℜ =M2
ℜ/M

2
SM and Oℑ =M2

ℑ/M
2
SM. The average of these observables depends

linearly on the real and imaginary parts of EDM: ⟨Oℜ⟩ = aℜℜ(dτ )+bℜ and ⟨Oℑ⟩ =
aℑℑ(dτ )+ bℑ. The obtained boundaries are −1.85 ·10−17 < ℜ(dτ ) < 6.1 ·10−18 ecm

and −1.03 · 10−17 < ℑ(dτ ) < 2.3 · 10−18 ecm (95% CL). Using full integrated lumi-

nosity Belle II can improve this result up to |ℜ,ℑ(dτ )| < 10−18 − 10−19 ecm.26

Currently, MDM was measured once by the DELPHI collaboration in two-

photon interaction, and only an upper limit is set.27 Using the same approach of the

optimal observables as in the EDM measurement, Belle II can achieve sensitivity to

the NP contribution at the level of 2× 10−5 with the full integrated luminosity.28

4. Study of pure leptonic τ decays

4.1. Lepton Flavor Universality

Leptonic τ decays allow for precise testing of the e-µ lepton universality:(
gµ
ge

)
τ

=

√
Rµ

f(m2
e/m

2
τ )

f(m2
µ/m

2
τ )
, (3)

where

Rµ =
B(τ− → µ−ν̄µντ (γ))

B(τ− → e−ν̄eντ (γ))

SM
= 0.9726, (4)

and

f(x) = 1− 8x+ 8x3 − x4 − 12x2 lnx. (5)

Using integrated luminosity of 362 fb−1 collected by the Belle II detector, we

provide a preliminary result of Rµ = 0.9676 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0036, where the first

uncertainty is statistical, and the second one is systematic, leading to |gµ/ge| =
0.9974 ± 0.0019. This is the most precise test in a single measurement. In this

measurement, systematics dominates the statistics, with the leading contribution

coming from particle identification (0.32%) and trigger efficiency (0.10%).

4.2. Michel parameters

Leptonic τ decays can also be used to determine Lorentz structure of the charged

currents interaction in the theory of weak interaction by measurement of the so-

called Michel parameters.29 They are bilinear combinations of the coupling con-

stants gγεµ arising in the most general expression for the decay matrix element:30–32

M =
4GF√

2

∑
γ=S,V,T
ε,µ=R,L

gγεµ⟨ℓ̄ε|Γγ |((νℓ)α)⟩⟨(ν̄τ )β |Γγ |τµ⟩, (6)

where

ΓS = 1, ΓV = γµ, and ΓT =
i

2
√
2
(γµγν − γνγµ), (7)
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and ε, µ = L,R are left- and right-handed leptons, respectively. In the SM, the

only nonzero term is gVLL = 1. Deviations from the SM prediction can be caused

by anomalous coupling with the W boson, new gauge or charged Higgs bosons, the

presence of massive neutrinos, etc.1–3,33

If the daughter lepton polarization is not measured, only four Michel parameters,

ρ, η, ξ, and ξδ, are accessible for the experiment. Currently, they are measured

with a precision of several percent.21 The Belle experiment has already achieved

statistical uncertainty of an order of 10−3, while systematics is dominated by the

trigger efficiency at a level of 10−2.34 Using the Belle II full integrated luminosity

of 50 fb−1, the statistical uncertainty of 10−4 can be achieved,35 and the main task

will be to control systematics at a competitive level.

The measurement of the daughter lepton polarization in the τ decay provides

information on five more Michel parameters: ξ′, ξ′′, η′′, α′/A, and β′/A. The first

one describes the longitudinal polarization of the daughter lepton. Using the full

integrated luminosity of 988 fb−1 collected by the Belle detector, we measure for

the first time the Michel parameter ξ′ in the τ− → µ−ν̄µντ decay to be ξ′ =

0.22 ± 0.94 ± 0.42, where the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second one is

systematic.36,37 We apply the innovative method based on the muon decay-in-flight

reconstruction in the drift chamber as a kink38,39 [the example of such event is shown

in Fig. 4(a)]. The information about muon spin can be inferred from the daughter

electron direction in the muon rest frame due to P -violation in the decay. The events

were selected with a highly efficient machine learning algorithm trained to suppress

the backgrounds from other kink events (pion and kaon decays, charged-particle

scattering). The resulting distribution of the electron momentum in the muon rest

frame for selected events is shown in Fig. 4(b).

The measurement uncertainty is dominated by the statistics, with systematics

being under control with various data samples, including kaon and pion decay-in-

10 cm

BELLE

μ−

e−π+

π+

π−

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Simulated event of e+e− → τ+τ− → (π+π−π+ν̄τ )(µ−ν̄µντ ) with µ− → e−ν̄eνµ
decay in the CDC (the arrow points to the decay vertex). (b) Distribution of the momentum of
the daughter, in the rest frame of the mother, for electron and muon mass hypotheses assigned to
the daughter and mother particles, respectively. The dashed line shows the 53MeV/c threshold.
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flight from the τ and D-meson decays, electron scattering from γ-conversion, and

hadron scattering from the D-meson decays. In addition to low statistics due to rare

events of muon decays inside CDC, the sensitivity to the ξ′ parameter is smeared by

the absence of the special kink reconstruction algorithm. The development of such

algorithm at Belle II, together with enlarged CDC and record integrated luminosity

of 50 fb−1, can improve the statistical uncertainty up to 7× 10−3 with systematic

uncertainty at the same level.40

4.3. Radiative and five-body leptonic decays

Radiative and five-body leptonic τ decays also provide information about the Michel

parameters describing the daughter lepton polarization in τ decays.41,42 In addition,

their understanding is crucial for the LFV studies as the radiative and five-body

leptonic decays are the main backgrounds there.

Using the integrated luminosity of 711 fb−1 collected by the Belle detector, we

study the τ− → e−ν̄eντγ and τ− → µ−ν̄µντγ decays and obtain the corresponding

Michel parameters ξκ(e) = −0.4± 1.2, ξκ(µ) = 0.8± 0.6, and η̄(µ) = −1.3± 1.7.41

The introduced parameters are related to ones of the ordinary leptonic decays as

ξκ = −1/4(ξ + ξ′) + 2/3ξδ, and η̄ = 4/3ρ− 1/4ξ′′ − 3/4.

Concerning the five-body leptonic decays, we conduct a feasibility study showing

the possibility of reaching the branching fractions predicted in the SM for all modes

with the integrated luminosity of 700 fb−1 collected by the Belle detector.43,44

The studies described here can be repeated in the Belle II experiment with

higher precision.

5. Search for CP violation

No CPV is observed in the charged leptons sector (in the SM, it is predicted only

in the quarks sector). The most promising modes for the searches of CPV in the

τ lepton decays are τ− → K−π0ντ , τ
− → K0

Sπ
−ντ , τ

− → K0
Sπ

−π0ντ , τ
− →

(ρπ)−ντ , τ
− → (ωπ)−ντ , and τ

− → (a1π)
−ντ . In the decay modes with K0

S , non-

zero CPV can be observed in the SM due to the presence of the effect in K0
S mesons.

The first measurement of the CP asymmetry was performed by BaBar in the

τ− → π−K0
Sντ decay:

Aτ =
Γ(τ+ → π+K0

S ν̄τ )− Γ(τ− → π−K0
Sντ )

Γ(τ+ → π+K0
S ν̄τ ) + Γ(τ− → π−K0

Sντ )
= (−0.36± 0.23± 0.11)%, (8)

where the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second one is systematic.45 The

obtained value is 2.8σ away from the SM prediction of ASM
τ = (0.36± 0.01)%.

It is also possible to use a modified asymmetry with differential distributions

integrated over a limited volume in the phase space with a specially selected kernel,

which is done in the Belle experiment.46 The obtained value of ACP is compatible

with zero with the precision of around 10−3.
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The most powerful method is to use unbinned maximum likelihood fit in the full

phase space, which has not been done at B-factories so far. With this approach,

using the full integrated luminosity, Belle II can achieve a precision of 10−4.12

6. Search for lepton flavor violation

Lepton flavor violating decays τ → ℓγ, τ → ℓℓℓ(′), τ → ℓh (ℓ, ℓ′ = e, µ, and h is

a hadron system), and modes with baryons in the final state are sensitive to new

physics. In the SM, such decays are mostly forbidden, or their branching fractions

are at the level of 10−53, while different NP models predict them at the level of

10−7-10−10.

The majority of the World’s most stringent limits on these decays are obtained

by the Belle collaboration, and they are at the level of 10−7-10−8 (see Fig. 5). In

the zero-background scenarios, Belle II will improve Belle results linearly with the

integrated luminosity increase, assuming the same analysis efficiency. The projec-

tions of the Belle precision with respect to an integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1 and

50 ab−1 for the Belle II are shown in Fig. 5. For the τ → ℓγ decay modes, there

is an irreducible background leading to the limit improvement proportional to the

square root of luminosity ratio only.

Over the decade of their operation, Belle and BaBar experiments improved the sensi-
tivity of LFV ⌧ decay modes by ⇠2 orders of magnitude w.r.t. CLEO experiment at CESR
e+e� collider. Stringent bounds on LFV decays are set, the most recent result being the
ones reported by Belle in search for the decays ⌧� ! `�� (` = e, µ). No significant excess
over background predictions was observed and upper limits were set on LFV branching
fractions ranging between 10�7 � 10�8 at the 90% confidence level.

Figure 2: Projection of expected upper limits at the Belle II experiment [54] and cur-
rent status of observed upper limits at CLEO, BaBar, Belle, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb
experiments [55] on LFV, LNV and BNV processes in ⌧ decays.

Current experimental status on the observed bounds on LFV in the 52 benchmark ⌧
decay channels are shown in Figure 2. Belle II will collect an immense amount of data from
e+e� annihilation at the upgraded SuperKEKB facility. This will be one of the factors
pushing up the sensitivity of LFV probes at Belle II. Equally important is the increase of
the signal detection e�ciency which directly translates into enhancement in sensitivity.
At Belle and BaBar, the signal e�ciencies lied between 3% and 12% depending on the
decay channel. At Belle II an increase in the signal e�ciency will be achieved due to
anticipated higher trigger e�ciencies; improvements in the vertex reconstruction, charged
track and neutral meson reconstructions, particle identification; as well as from a better
understanding of the physics backgrounds and refinements in the analysis techniques.

Projections for two illustrative scenarios of luminosity L = 5 ab�1 and 50 ab�1 for Belle
II are shown in Figure 2, and listed in the Table 1 in Section 6. The extrapolations are done
from the expected limits obtained at the Belle experiment, assuming similar e�ciencies of
the individual channels. The presence of irreducible backgrounds for ⌧� ! `�� decays is

5

Fig. 5. Projection of expected upper limits at the Belle II experiment47 and current status of
observed upper limits at CLEO, BaBar, Belle, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb experiments13 on LFV
τ decays.

Although the Belle II detector is still at the beginning of its operation, and the

collected data sample is smaller than the one collected in the Belle experiment,

Belle II has already provided several new results in searching for lepton flavor vio-

lation in τ decays.
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6.1. τ− → ℓ−ϕ

The first result of searching for LFV decays τ− → ℓ−ϕ (ℓ = e or µ) is provided

by Belle II using the integrated luminosity of 190 fb−1.48 For the first time, the

untagged approach is used with background suppression based on a boosted decision

tree classifier (BDT) application. To control the residual backgrounds, sidebands in

data are used. Although the obtained boundaries of B(τ− → e−ϕ) < 23× 10−8 and

B(τ− → µ−ϕ) < 9.7 × 10−8 (90% CL for both) cannot compete with the previous

Belle result of B(τ− → e−ϕ) < 2.0×10−8 and B(τ− → µ−ϕ) < 2.3×10−8 (90% CL

for both)49 due to the limited statistics, the final signal efficiency for the mode with

the muon in the final state is two times improved compared to the former result.

6.2. τ− → µ−µ+µ−

The preliminary result of the ongoing analysis of searching for τ− → µ−µ+µ−

decay using the integrated luminosity of 424 fb−1 collected by the Belle II detector

is already competitive with the one conducted by the Belle using a 782 fb−1 data

sample. Again, the innovative inclusive untagged method is used with one or three

tracks from the second τ lepton and the BDT selection. The conventional method

with the muon identification and one tagging track is used as a cross-check. The

final signal efficiency εsig = (20.42 ± 0.06)% is almost three times better than the

one obtained by the Belle. The plot with the upper limit is shown in Fig. 6. The

90% CL limit on the branching fraction is B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) < 1.9 × 10−8, which

is the most stringent boundary obtained up to now.

Figure 49: Observed (red) and expected (dashed black) CLs as a function of the branching
fraction of ⌧� ! µ�µ+µ� for a statistics 424 fb�1. The red line corresponds to the 90%
confidence level.

88

Fig. 6. The plot with the upper limit on τ− → µ−µ+µ− decay.

6.3. LFV with invisible boson in final state

Previously described LFV processes have only SM particles in the final state. It is

also possible to search for decays with NP particles in the final state, like τ− → ℓ−α
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(ℓ = e or µ), where α is an invisible spin-0 boson predicted in models with axionlike

particles. The study is performed using the integrated luminosity of 62.8 fb−1 col-

lected by the Belle II detector.50 The second τ lepton in the event is reconstructed

in τ+ → h+h−h+ν̄τ decay mode (h = π or K), and the momentum of the hadron

system is used to build a pseudo rest frame for the signal τ lepton: p⃗τ ∼ −p⃗3h/|p⃗3h|.
The signal process is searched as excess above the τ− → ℓ−ν̄ℓντ spectrum in vari-

able xℓ = 2Eℓ/mτ (it is shown Fig. 7). The resulting upper limit on the branching

fraction of the τ− → ℓ−α decay is shown in Fig. 8, depending on the mass of the

invisible boson. The obtained result is from 2.2 to 14 times more stringent compared

to the previous bounds provided by the ARGUS Collaboration.51

(a) (b)

The reconstruction efficiency of τ− → e−α decays depends
on the α mass and varies between 9.4% and 13.9%.
Likewise, the efficiency for τ− → μ−α decays varies
between 9.1% and 17.4%.
The parameter space defined by the selection criteria is

referred to as the signal region. We perform the analysis in a
closed-box approach; before examining the xl distribution
of experimental data in the signal region, we validate
the simulation using variables that are insensitive to the

presence of τ− → l−α decay and study control regions
defined by accepting events containing neutral pions or
photons rather than rejecting them. The distributions of xl
for events belonging to the signal region are shown in
Fig. 1.
We model each xl spectrum as a sum of contributions

from the signal decay, the standard-model leptonic decay,
and all other sources of background:

NðxlÞ ¼ Nlν̄ν
ϵlα
ϵlνν

Blα

Blν̄ν
flαðxlÞ

þ Nlν̄νflν̄νðxlÞ þ NbfbðxlÞ; ð2Þ

where the probability density functions flα, flν̄ν, and fb
are binned distributions taken from simulations, Nlν̄ν and
Nb are the observed yields, and ϵlα=ϵlνν is the efficiency of
observing τ− → l−α decays relative to that for observing
τ− → l−ν̄lντ.
We use ROOSTATS [31] and HISTFACTORY [32] to fit our

model to binned data using extended maximum likelihoods
that are functions of the branching-fraction ratio Blα=Blν̄ν
and of Nlν̄ν and Nb.
The leading systematic uncertainties originate from the

corrections to the lepton-identification efficiency and
particle misidentification rate, based on comparison of
calibration samples in data and simulated events. These
corrections depend on the momentum and polar angle; their
typical ranges are summarized in Table II. The resulting
uncertainties are asymmetric and strongly depend on xl;
their ranges and averaged values over the standard-model
yields are also reported in the same table. The contribution
from lepton-identification efficiency partially cancels in the
ratio between signal and normalization channels; while the
contribution from particle misidentification rates does not,
as it affects only other background sources.
Uncertainties from the trigger and π0 reconstruction

efficiency corrections are also taken into account.
Trigger uncertainties range in 0.1%–4% for the electron
channel and in 0.2%–1.5% for the muon channel, depend-
ing on xl. Neutral pion reconstruction efficiency is
evaluated from studies on independent samples to be
0.914% 0.020. Each of these systematic uncertainties is
included in the likelihood as an additional shape-correlated

FIG. 1. Spectra of xl for electrons (top) and muons (bottom) in
simulation and experimental data. Simulated spectra for standard-
model processes are shown stacked, with the gray band indicating
the total uncertainty, which is dominated by the lepton-
identification efficiency uncertainty. Remaining background
processes other than τ− → l−ν̄lντ contributing to the spectrum
are combined together and collectively referred to as “other.” The
distributions for τ− → l−α are shown for three α masses
assuming branching-fraction ratios of 5%.

TABLE I. Requirements on event thrust, missing momentum
polar angle, and tag hemisphere particles’ total center-of-mass
energy and mass.

τ− → e−α τ− → μ−α

Thrust [0.90, 0.99] [0.90, 1.00]
θmiss [20°, 160°] [20°, 160°]
Ec:m:
3h [1.2,5.3] GeV [1.1,5.3] GeV

M3h ½0.5; 1.7' GeV=c2 ½0.4; 1.7' GeV=c2

TABLE II. Typical ranges for corrections to the lepton-iden-
tification efficiencies and misidentification rates, together with
ranges for their respective uncertainties and their average values.

Correction
range

Uncertainty
range(%)

Average
uncert.(%)

Electron identification 0.84–1.06 0.9–12.6 þ5.3;−2.9
Muon identification 0.63–1.02 1.3–32.8 þ11.7;−1.6
Electron misidentification 0.6–6.0 4.3–34.6 þ17.6;−14.7
Muon misidentification 0.3–1.5 1.4–37.0 þ18.0;−18.2
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yields are also reported in the same table. The contribution
from lepton-identification efficiency partially cancels in the
ratio between signal and normalization channels; while the
contribution from particle misidentification rates does not,
as it affects only other background sources.
Uncertainties from the trigger and π0 reconstruction

efficiency corrections are also taken into account.
Trigger uncertainties range in 0.1%–4% for the electron
channel and in 0.2%–1.5% for the muon channel, depend-
ing on xl. Neutral pion reconstruction efficiency is
evaluated from studies on independent samples to be
0.914% 0.020. Each of these systematic uncertainties is
included in the likelihood as an additional shape-correlated
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simulation and experimental data. Simulated spectra for standard-
model processes are shown stacked, with the gray band indicating
the total uncertainty, which is dominated by the lepton-
identification efficiency uncertainty. Remaining background
processes other than τ− → l−ν̄lντ contributing to the spectrum
are combined together and collectively referred to as “other.” The
distributions for τ− → l−α are shown for three α masses
assuming branching-fraction ratios of 5%.
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tification efficiencies and misidentification rates, together with
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Fig. 7. Spectra of xℓ for electrons (a) and for muons (b) in simulation and experimental data.

(a) (b)

nuisance parameter that is assumed to follow a Gaussian
distribution. Other sources of uncertainty from track
reconstruction efficiency, beam-energy determination,

relative reconstruction efficiency, and momentum-scale
correction have negligible impact on the results.
Inspection of events in the signal region shows that

asymmetrical uncertainties yield unreliable results. We,
therefore, revise our definitions and symmetrize their
distributions using their greater variation in each bin.
We observe no significant signal and determine upper

limits using the CLs method [33], a modified frequentist
approach based on a profile likelihood ratio [34]. Figure 2
shows the 95% C.L. upper limits as well as expectations
calculated assuming the background-only hypotheses,
ranging in ð1.1–9.7Þ × 10−3 for the electron channel and
in ð0.7–12.2Þ × 10−3 for the muon channel. Systematic
uncertainties degrade on average our upper limit sensitivity
by approximately 35% in both channels.
The fit results and upper limits are summarized in

Table III. The corresponding absolute upper limits for
Bðτ− → l−αÞ, computed using standard-model world-
average branching fractions for the reference channel
[35], are also provided for convenience. Our 95% C.L.
limits are 2.2–14 times more stringent than the best
previous bounds in Ref. [7], depending on the value of the
α mass.
In conclusion, we search for the lepton-flavor-violating

decay τ− → l−α using data collected by the Belle II
detector at an eþe− center-of-mass energy of 10.58 GeV,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 62.8 fb−1.
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Fig. 8. Upper limits at 95% CL on the branching fraction ratios B(τ− → e−α)/B(τ− → e−ν̄eντ )

(a) and B(τ− → µ−α)/B(τ− → µ−ν̄µντ ) (b) as a function of the α mass.

7. Search for heavy neutrinos

Heavy neutrinos or heavy neutral leptons (HNL) are introduced in different ex-

tensions of the Standard Model to explain the generation of left-handed neutrino
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masses. We perform two searches for the HNL N at the GeV mass scale produced in

the τ− → π−N decays using data collected by the Belle detector. In the first study,

we assume N to be a Majorana particle and reconstruct it decaying into π±ℓ∓

(ℓ = e or µ) using 988 fb−1 data sample,52 while in the second one, we reconstruct

N → µ+µ−ντ decayb as a µ+µ− displaced vertex (> 15 cm from the beam axis)

using 915 fb−1 data sample.53 In both analyses, we exclude from the consideration

K0
S mass region. In the first case, no tag-side requirements are implied, and in the

second case, we reconstruct one prong tag side.

We present the upper limits at 95% CL on the sum of the mixing matrix elements

|U |2 in Fig. 9(a) for the first search and on the mixing coefficient |VNτ |2 with ντ in

Fig. 9(b) for the second search. Both results are shown in dependence on the mass

of the HNL.

(a) (b)
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8. Conclusion

The Belle experiment is the World’s leading experiment in τ physics, providing

a big part of the World’s best results. Although the Belle II experiment is still

at the beginning of its operation, it has already provided competitive results and

new methods applications (τ lepton mass measurement, search for LFV decays

τ− → ℓ−α and τ− → ℓ−ϕ), and more are upcoming (τ− → µ−µ+µ−). In general, τ

physics plays a significant role in the overall physics program of both the Belle and

Belle II experiments. It is worse to mention that the Belle II has a better sensitivity

than the future Super Charm-Tau Factory54–57 in measurements that depend on the

statistics, like most LFV searches, and in the measurement of the τ lepton lifetime

that requires boost into the laboratory frame.

bHere, we assume that HNL mixes predominantly with ντ .
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By the end of the operation, the Belle II experiment will accumulate an unprece-

dented number of τ+τ− pairs, which makes it not only a Super B-factory but also

a Super τ -factory.
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